This short and informal article briefly introduces a four-valued logic.
INTRODUCTION
In early 20th century, Kleene, Łukasiewicz and Priest individually proposed their three-valued logics [1] , whereas Łukasiewicz and Tarski introduced their propositional calculi into the literature [2] , while a considerable number of contributions appeared on many-valued logics. The paraconsistent logic was simultaneously and independently created by two logicians, namely, the Polish logician Stanisław Jaśkowski and the Brazilian logician Newton da Costa [3] .
In 1977, Nuel Belnap (1930-) proposed his logic on four values [4] . His two extra values are N (none) and B (both) in the four-valued Belnap's logic, and they correspond to uu and ii, respectively, in both referred logics of the present author, as well as in his four-valued logic introduced in this paper.
In 1988, the present author started his Master research inserting a third value called "unknown" in a programming language [5] that he was designing at that time. The unknown constant has been theoretically referred to as uu since the end of nineties. Later, a five-valued logic was introduced containing the values in {tt, ff, uu, ii, kk}. In 2004, the same logic was published as a journal article [6] and a seven-valued logic was also published in a Conference in San Diego [7] , adding the values {fi, it} ("false or inconsistent", "inconsistent or true", respectively) for being able to be used together with the same uncertainty model that had been proposed during the present author's Master course in 1990.
As part of the present author's previous contribution, the kk value means "knowable", and it is usable when something is not already known, but it is already known that it is consistent. It can either be true or false but not both. It can be known by God or someone else or some machine, for instance, but it is not already known by the machine which is deductively reasoning, or by the person who is deductively doing, and it may be unknown forever, but at least its consistency is guaranteed beforehand. This is the meaning of the kk value, which fits in the referred uncertainty model when a variable thresholds collapse: False = True, which means that there is nothing strictly between the False and the True thresholds.
In 2017, the four-valued logic being introduced was briefly presented in [8] .
Section 2 introduces the present author's four-valued logic. Section 3 makes some comparisons to other logics. Section 4 shows the program that the present author wrote to discover his logic. Subsection 4.1 presents an example of input data whereas subsection 4.2 shows a C source code. Section 5 presents the properties of the logic that is being introduced, whereas section 5 contains the conclusions. 
FERREIRA FOUR-VALUED TRUTH TABLES

SOME COMPARISONS
In some multi-valued logics, which regard uncertainty such as probability, after some considerations, the numeric values (e.g. in the interval [0,1]) are translated to a few values using words (such as true, false, unknown and inconsistent) in order to be used in sentences and complex expressions containing the well-known logical operators. In the end, one computes and knows the logical value of the whole expression.
In da Costa's paraconsistent logic, (tt ˅ ff = ii) as well as (tt ˄ ff = uu) which do not look natural. In Belnap's four-valued logic, (B ˅ N = T), where T represents the true value. That is to say, in terms of applications, the expression (ii ˅ uu = tt) does not look natural either. Such criticisms led to the work on the logic being introduced here.
A PROGRAM FOR HELPING DISCOVER THE DESIRED LOGIC
In 2007, having the present author set his own requirements in a form towards constraint programming, and written the corresponding program below, which seems to be correct, he checked whether such a four-valued logic which he desired exists, and its computation resulted in several such logics. He observed that one of the solutions was Belnap's four-valued logic. One of the solutions written by the program computation was chose for being the logic which was the most interesting. In 2011, one could not claim the authorship of that four-valued logic, but the referred truth tables are those introduced in section 2, above.
The computation of the program a4vlogic.c makes use of the input data a4vlogic.dat, and, before resuming, it generates the output file called a4vlogic.sol containing the solutions found if any, and reads and writes an auxiliary file called a4vlogic.aux.
The input data contains the truth tables for ˄, ˅, ¬ as well as ↔ operators, respectively, followed by the → partial truth table. Each truth table element (implicitly indexed by a row and a column) contains one of the four values. Originally, the value was not in the same order as shown in section 2, table 1, but in the following order, (ff, uu, ii, tt), and the labels of the tables are not written, as they are implicitly represented by just their contents, except for the output on screen as well as the row labels written to the output file. Wherever one of the four values is read from the input file, it means that the same value is a constraint programmed by the present author. The only truth table that is not fully filled in is the truth table for →. In subsection 4.1, all entries of the truth table for implication are left for the program, although some constraints could be imposed. In fact, there were a number of experiments, and subsection 4.1 just presents the last one. In every table entry that contains "..", it means that the program role is to try all possibilities for that entry and, thus, to produce all possible and different truth tables. In this way, the program permits the corresponding logician to either impose a value or let the program to try all n possibilities in that entry, where n = 4 in the present logic. In terms of efficiency, the program can be improved for eliminating an intermediate number of possibilities if the corresponding logician wishes, in such a way that its computation can be carried out much faster, for some large n. Since 4, 5 and 7 are relatively small numbers for the present C program, and just those numbers have been part of the present author's work, he has not been concerned about making the suggested improvement.
The auxiliary file is important for the program can be easily adapted for another number n of values. The greater this number n is, the longer time the computation takes. If n is sufficient large, it is important that the computation often write the current state in a file, in particular, because the computation was being performed in the present author's personal computer, which can be sometimes switched off. In the present logic, where n = 4, the response was as fast as while the present author was slipping in one night. Nonetheless, for greater n, the computation may take even many years for giving the first solution if there is any.
Whenever the program starts running, the calculation of the possible logics continues from the point contained in the auxiliary file. Thus, this file contains the last state only, whereas the output file is meant to concatenate all the solutions that are being found, if any.
While in the loop, for regarding the current truth table as a solution, the program computation checks more than 12 properties, which are written as part of the C code. If all desired properties hold, the program computation appends the current truth table as a new solution, advances one value, and the loop carries on. // "tt" e ".." devem ser sempre os últimos símbolos, // e "ff" deve ser o primeiro. const word v[NNM1] = {"ff", "uu", "ii", "tt", ".."}; // "ub", "ff", "fb", "fi", "bb", "kk", "ii", "bt", "it", "tt", "ui", ".. 
THE CONSTRAINTS
= NN && imp[b][c] != NN && imp[b][a] != NN && imp[imp[b][c]][imp[b][a]] != NN && imp[imp[c][a]][imp[imp[b][c]][imp[b][a]]] != NN && eqv[imp[imp[c][a]][imp[imp[b][c]][imp[b][a]]]][TT] != TT) err(&erro,10); // P4. (c => a) => ((a => b) => (c => b)) if (c != NN && a != NN && imp[c][a] != NN && imp[a][b] != NN && imp[c][b] != NN && imp[imp[a][b]][imp[c][b]] != NN && imp[imp[c][a]][imp[imp[a][b]][imp[c][b]]] != NN && eqv[imp[imp[c][a]][imp[imp[a][b]][imp[c][b]]]][TT] != TT) err(&erro,11); // P5. (a => (b => c)) => ((a => b) => (a => c)) if (a != NN && b != NN && c != NN && imp[b][c] != NN && imp[a][imp[b][c]] != NN && imp[a][b] != NN && imp[a][c] != NN && imp[imp[a][b]][imp[a][c]] != NN && imp[imp[a][imp[b][c]]][imp[imp[a][b]][imp[a][c]]] != NN && eqv[ imp[imp[a][imp[b][c]]][imp[imp[a][b]][imp[a][cc<=M) { // P2. (a => (b => c)) => (b => (a => c)) if (eqv[ imp[imp[a][imp[b][c]]][imp[b][imp[a][c]]] ][TT] != TT) erro++; // P3. (c => a) => ((b => c) => (b => a)) if (eqv[ imp[imp[c][a]][imp[imp[b][c]][imp[b][a]]] ][TT] != TT) erro++; // P4. (c => a) => ((a => b) => (c => b)) if (eqv[ imp[imp[c][a]][imp[imp[a][b]][imp[c][b]]] ][TT] != TT) erro++; // P5. (a => (b => c)) => ((a => b) => (a => c)) if (eqv[ imp[imp[a][imp[b][c]]][imp[imp[a][b]][imp[a][ci]); printf("\n---+------------------------------\n");
